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Abstract. Binary biometric representations have great signiﬁcance for
data compression and template protection. In this paper, we introduce
pairwise polar quantization. Furthermore, aiming to optimize the discrimination between the genuine Hamming distance (GHD) and the imposter
Hamming distance (IHD), we propose two feature pairing strategies: the
long-short (LS) strategy for phase quantization, as well as the long-long
(LL) strategy for magnitude quantization. Experimental results for the
FRGC face database and the FVC2000 ﬁngerprint database show that
phase bits provide reasonably good performance, whereas magnitude bits
obtain poor performance.
Keywords: Polar quantization, pairing, face, ﬁngerprint recognition.

1

Introduction

Binary biometric representations have great signiﬁcance for data compression
and template protection [1]. A common way to extract binary strings is by
quantizing and coding the real-valued biometric templates. The binary string
has to suﬃce the following two requirements:
1. To obtain a veriﬁcation performance with low false acceptance rate (FAR)
and false rejection rate (FRR), the binary strings are desired to be not only
discriminative, but also robust to intra-class variation;
2. Considering template protection, the bits generated by the imposters should
be independent and identically distributed, in order to maximize the eﬀorts
of guessing the genuine template.
To achieve the requirements, many work focus on designing one-dimensional
quantizers, relying on the feature’s statistical properties, e.g. the genuine user
probability density function (PDF) pg and the background PDF pb [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7]. Among them the ﬁxed quantizer [5], [6] is global, constructed
merely from the background PDF, whereas quantizers in [2], [3], [4], [7] are userspeciﬁc, constructed from both the genuine user PDF and the background PDF.
Quantizers in [2], [3] and [4] have equal-width-intervals. Alternatively, quantizers in [5], [6], [7] have equal-probability-intervals. Furthermore, independent of
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the one-dimensional qantizers, the DROBA principle [8] was proposed to assign various numbers of quantization bits to every feature. In this paper we
concentrate on the quantizer design. Although one-dimensional quantizers yield
reasonably good performances, quantizing every feature independently ends up
with inﬂexible quantization intervals, for instance, orthogonal boundaries in the
two-dimensional feature space. Therefore, two-dimensional quantization might
bring more ﬂexible quantizer structures.
In this paper, we propose quantization in polar coordinates, including phase
and magnitude. Unlike in audio and image coding [9], where polar quantization
is directly applied on predetermined complex variables, quantizing biometric features allows freedom to compose the pairwise features. Furthermore, we deﬁne
a measure of the discrimination between the quantized bits, by computing the
inter-class and intra-class scatters between the genuine and the imposter Hamming distances. To optimize such discrimination, we develop the long-short (LS)
and the long-long (LL) pairing strategies for phase and magnitude, respectively.
In Section 2 the polar quantization is introduced. In Section 3 we propose the
long-short and the long-long pairing strategies, to optimize the discrimination
between the genuine and the imposter Hamming distances. In Section 4, some
experimental results are given for the FRGC face database and the FVC2000
ﬁngerprint database, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2

Polar Quantization

Let v = {v1 , v2 } denote a two-dimensional feature vector. In polar coordinates,
the phase θ and magnitude r are:
θ = angle(v1 , v2 ) ,

r = v12 + v22 ,

(1)
(2)

where θ is the counterclockwise angle from the v1 -axis, and r is the radial distance
from the origin. We assume that biometric features have circularly symmetric
background PDF, feasible for polar quantization. A n-bit phase quantizer is then
constructed as:
2π
(3)
ξ= n ,
2
Qθ,i = [(i − 1)ξ iξ), i = 1, . . . 2n ,
(4)
where Qθ,i represents the ith quantization interval within boundaries [(i−1)ξ iξ).
When the background PDF is circularly symmetric, θ is uniformly distributed,
leading to both equal-ξ-width and equal-2−n-probability intervals.
A n-bit magnitude quantizer is constructed as:
B0 = 0 ,



Bi = argB
Qr,i = [Bi−1

B

Bi−1



2π



pb (θ, r)dθdr = 2−n , i = 1, . . . 2n ,

(5)
(6)

0

Bi ), i = 1, . . . 2n ,

(7)
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where Qr,i represents the ith quantization interval within boundaries [Bi−1 Bi ).
Determining these intervals depends on the background PDF pb . The expression
in (6) ensures equal-2−n -probability intervals.
To summarize, both phase and magnitude quantization obtain equal background probability intervals. Thus, the imposters obtain independent and identically distributed bits.

3
3.1

Feature Pairing
Hamming Distance Discriminant Analysis

Often, binary biometric strings are matched via their Hamming distances. To
design a veriﬁcation system, a genuine Hamming distance (GHD) is computed
when the query and the target share the same identity, otherwise an imposter
Hamming distance (IHD) is computed. The decision is then made by applying
a threshold T to both distances. In this paper, we aim to optimize the discrimination between the GHD and IHD densities.
We begin by deﬁning the discrimination between GHD and IHD. Suppose
we have P feature pairs. Each pair is quantized as a code xi , i = 1, . . . , P , and
subsequently concatenated into the binary string X = x1 , . . . , xP . Considering
ω = x̂ . . . x̂
a genuine user ω, with X
as the enrollment template. Let dω,i
ω,1
ω,P
and dω̄,i be the GHD and IHD for the ith feature pair, deﬁned as:
dω,i = h(xi , x̂ω,i ), xi ∈ user ω ;
/ user ω ,
dω̄,i = h(xi , x̂ω,i ), xi ∈

(8)
(9)

where function h computes the Hamming distance between the two inputs. Then
the GHD (Dω ) and the IHD (Dω̄ ) for the entire binary string are:
Dω =

P


dω,i ;

(10)

dω̄,i .

(11)

i=1

Dω̄ =

P

i=1

Furthermore, for the ith feature pair, we deﬁne the expectation of the GHD
(d¯ω,i ) and the IHD (d¯ω̄,i ) as:
d¯ω,i = E[dω,i ], xi ∈ user ω ;
/ user ω .
d¯ω̄,i = E[dω̄,i ], xi ∈

(12)
(13)

Thus, for the entire binary string, the expectation of the GHD (Dω ) and the
IHD (D ω̄ ) become:
Dω =

P


d¯ω,i ;

(14)

d¯ω̄,i .

(15)

i=1

Dω̄ =

P

i=1
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A measure of separation between GHD and IHD densities is their intra-class
scatter and the inter-class scatter. Thus, we would like to minimize the intra-class
scatter Sintra,ω , deﬁned as:
Sintra,ω = E[(Dω − Dω )2 ] + E[(Dω̄ − Dω̄ )2 ] .

(16)

In the mean time, we want to maximize the inter-class scatter Sinter,ω :
Sinter,ω = (Dω̄ − Dω )2 .

(17)

Substituting (10), (11), (14), (15) into (16) and (17), we have:
 

 

 P
 P
2
2
Sintra,ω = E
(dω,i − d¯ω,i )
(dω̄,i − d¯ω̄,i )
+E
;
i=1

Sinter,ω =



P


i=1

(d¯ω̄,i − d¯ω,i )

2

.

i=1

Assuming that the P feature pairs are independent, Sintra,ω and Sinter,ω can be
approximated as:
 
P 
P



2
2
¯
¯
Sintra,ω =
Sintra,ω,i ; (18)
E (dω,i − dω,i ) + E (dω̄,i − dω̄,i )
=
i=1

Sinter,ω =

P


i=1

(d¯ω̄,i − d¯ω,i )2 =

i=1

P


Sinter,ω,i .

(19)

i=1

Hence, the intra-/inter-class scatter for the entire binary string is simpliﬁed
as the sum of the intra-/inter-class scatter over all the feature pairs. Usually
biometric features are not presented in pairs, allowing the freedom to compose
the pairwise features to optimize Sintra,ω and Sinter,ω . Therefore, we formulate
∗
the problem as: for a genuine user ω, to ﬁnd a pairing conﬁguration {Cω,i
}, i =
1, . . . , P , so that the discrimination between GHD and IHD is maximized:
∗
{Cω,i
} = arg max

{Cω,i }

= arg max

{Cω,i }

3.2

Sinter,ω
,
Sintra,ω
P
i=1 Sinter,ω,i
P
i=1 Sintra,ω,i

(20)
.

(21)

Pairing Solutions

In order to optimize (21), we ﬁrst have to analyze how the genuine user PDF
relates to Sinter,ω,i and Sintra,ω,i in case of the polar quantization. Afterwards, we
could decide a strategy to pair features with speciﬁc pg to optimize Sinter,ω,i and
Sintra,ω,i . However, it is diﬃcult to analytically ﬁnd an expression for the relation,
due to lack of samples and complex integral calculation in polar coordinates.
Therefore, we employ an empirical method to simplify the relation of Sinter,ω,i ,
Sintra,ω,i and the genuine user PDF. We take two data sets: FRGC(version 1)
[10] face database and FVC2000(DB2) ﬁngerprint database [11].
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• FRGC: It contains 275 users with various numbers of images, taken under
both controlled and uncontrolled conditions. A set of standard landmarks,
i.e. eyes, nose and mouth, are used to align the faces. The raw measurements
are the gray pixel values, leading to a total of 8762 elements.
• FVC2000: It contains 8 images of 110 diﬀerent users. Images are aligned
according to a standard core point position. The raw measurements contain
two categories: the squared directional ﬁeld in both x and y directions, and
the Gabor response in 4 orientations (0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4). Determined by a
regular grid of 16 by 16 points with spacing of 8 pixels, measurements are
taken at 256 positions, leading to a total of 1536 elements [5].
We ﬁrst apply PCA/LDA [12] to reduce both data sets into 50 features. Afterwards, for every genuine user, we randomly pair the features into 25 pairs.
Following this pairing conﬁguration, the entire data set, including the genuine
user samples and the imposter samples are quantized via a 1-bit phase quantizer and a 1-bit magnitude quantizer, where the magnitude quantizer boundary
is determined by a two-dimensional Gaussian density with zero mean and unit
variance pb (v) = N (v, 0, 1). The Sinter,ω,i and Sintra,ω,i for every feature pair
is then computed based on the quantized bits. We repeat this process for all
the genuine users in the data set. Eventually, we average Sinter,ω,i and Sintra,ω,i
over all features as well as all genuine users, so that the averaged S inter,ω,i and
S intra,ω,i are neither user nor feature biased. Intuitively, we speculate that the
distance rω,i , – distance between the feature pair mean and the origin – dominates the inter- and intra-class scatter. To analyze, in Fig. 1, we plot the value
of S inter,ω,i , S intra,ω,i as sorted by rω,i , for both phase bits and magnitude bits.
Both data sets reveal the same relations: Fig. 1(a) suggests that for phase quantization, when rω,i increases, the inter-class scatter increases and the intra-class
scatter decreases; Fig. 1(b) suggests that for magnitude quantization, when the
distance | rω,i − B | between the feature pair mean and the magnitude boundary

50 features, 25 pairs, phase quantization

50 features, 25 pairs, magnitude quantization
0.6
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Fig. 1. The averaged S inter,ω,i and S intra,ω,i for (a) phase and (b) magnitude, as sorted
by rω,i
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increases, the inter-class scatter increases and the intra-class scatter decreases.
Therefore, we simplify the problem (21) as:
∗
{Cω,i
} = arg max

{Cω,i }

∗
{Cω,i
} = arg max

{Cω,i }

P


rω,i , for phase ,

(22)

| rω,i − B |, for magnitude .

(23)

i=1
P

i=1

Optimizing the inter- and intra-class scatter is now simpliﬁed as optimizing the
overall distance of the feature pairs. To solve (22) and (23), the straightforward
way is to conduct a brute force search of all possible pairing conﬁgurations and
pick the one with the maximum overall distance. Unfortunately, the computational complexity is too high. Therefore, we propose the following two heuristic
pairing strategies: Given 2P features, we ﬁrst sort the mean of the 2P features
{abs(μk )}, k = 1, . . . , 2P from the smallest to the largest into a sequence of
ordered feature indexes {I1 , I2 , . . . , I2P }.
1. long-short (LS) strategy: The index of the ith feature pair is:
∗
Cω,i
= (Ii , I2P +1−i ), i = 1, . . . , P ;

(24)

2. long-long (LL) strategy: The index of the ith feature pair is:
∗
Cω,i
= (I2×i−1 , I2×i ), i = 1, . . . , P .

(25)

Apparently, the long-short strategy selects features with a large mean and a small
mean as a pair, keeping their distance rω,i large; thus, somehow maximizes the
overall distances in (22) for phase quantization. Contrarily, long-long strategy
selects features that either both have large means or both have small means,
keeping their distance rω,i far away from the boundary; thus, maximizes the
overall distances in (23) for magnitude quantization. The advantage of these
two pairing strategies is that the computational complexity is low O(P ).

4

Experiments

We tested the polar quantization on the FRGC and the FVC2000 database, as
described in Section 3.2. To ﬁrst reduce the feature dimensionality, we applied
PCA/LDA [12] on a training set, consisting of independent users from the enrollment and veriﬁcation. The obtained transformation was then applied to both
the enrollment and veriﬁcation samples. In the enrollment, for every target user,
assigned with Gray codes, the phase bits (phase+LS) were generated following
the LS pairing strategy, while the magnitude bits (magnitude+LL) were generated following LL pairing strategy. By concatenating both the phase and the
magnitude bits we obtained the total polar bits (polar+combined). The quan∗
}, was stored for each
tized codes, together with the pairing conﬁguration {Cω,i
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target user. During the veriﬁcation, features of the query user were quantized
∗
according to the {Cω,i
} of the claimed identity, resulting in a query binary string.
Eventually the veriﬁcation performance was evaluated by a Hamming distance
classiﬁer. With, in total, n samples per user (n = 8 for FVC2000, and n ranges
from 6 to 48 for FRGC), the division of the data is indicated in Table 1.
Table 1. Training, enrollment and veriﬁcation data (number of users×number of samples per user) and the number of partitionings for FRGC and FVC2000
Training Enrollment Veriﬁcation Partitionings
FRGC
210 × n 65 × 2n/3
65 × n/3
5
FVC2000 80 × n 30 × 3n/4
30 × n/4
20

Since both the phase and the magnitude have ﬁxed equal-probability-intervals,
we compared their performances with the one-dimensional ﬁxed quantizer (1D
ﬁxed) [5], [6], which has the same property. We ﬁrst investigated the 1-bit quantization (nθ = nr = nf = 1) performances of phase+LS, magnitude+LL and
polar+combined. The EER results for the FRGC and the FVC2000 at various feature dimensionalities are shown in Fig. 2. In general, the magnitude bits
give poor performances, whereas the phase bits consistently yield good performances and outperform 1D ﬁxed quantization. Furthermore, since the magnitude bits are so poor, combining both phase and magnitude bits, as seen with
polar+combined, does not show good performance.
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25
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Fig. 2. The EER performances of phase+LS, magnitude+LL and polar+combined, as
compared to the 1D ﬁxed quantization, for (a) FRGC and (b) FVC2000

In Fig. 3 we further illustrate the GHD and IHD densities of the phase and the
magnitude bits, at P = 60 for FRGC, as compared to the 1D ﬁxed quantization.
We observe that for the three types of bits, the mean of their IHD densities are
all around 0.5, demonstrating the equal-probability-intervals. The IHD density
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FRGC, 2P=120, nθ=nr=nf=1
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Fig. 3. The GHD and the IHD densities of phase+LS, magnitude+LL, and the 1D
ﬁxed quantization, at 2P = 120 for FRGC
Table 2. The inter-class and intra-class scatter of phase+LS, magnitude+LL and the
1D ﬁxed, for (a) FRGC and (b) FVC2000
(a)
FRGC
Sinter
Sintra

2P=50
2P=120
1D ﬁxed phase+LS magnitude+LL 1D ﬁxed phase+LS magnitude+LL
(×10−2 )
7.2
14.9
4.4
5.2
11.5
2.3
(×10−2 )
1.3
2.0
2.7
0.8
1.4
2.0

(b)
FVC2000
Sinter
Sintra

2P=50
2P=78
1D ﬁxed phase+LS magnitude+LL 1D ﬁxed phase+LS magnitude+LL
(×10−2 )
7.2
14.6
4.3
6.7
13.5
3.7
(×10−2 )
1.2
2.1
2.8
1.0
1.6
2.2

of the 1D ﬁxed quantizer is relatively narrow, compared to those of the phase
and magnitude. Additionally, the GHD density of the phase bits are located
farther away from the IHD. Unfortunately, the GHD densities of the three types
of bits are all quite wide.
The discrimination property explained above can be quantiﬁed as the interand intra-class scatter. Some examples computed on the fractional Hamming
distances are given in Table 2. Consistent to what we observed in Fig. 3, for
phase+LS, the Sinter is on average two times the 1D ﬁxed. In the mean time,
its Sintra does not increase much. For this reason, phase+LS yields better performance. On the other hand, magnitude+LL obtains smaller Sinter and larger
Sintra , leading to poor performance. Based on these analysis, we could conclude
that even with carefully paired features, the magnitude does not provide discriminative bits for classiﬁcation. Contrarily, the phase provides reasonably discriminative bits for classiﬁcation.
In fact, the 1-bit phase quantizer, with boundary at π, quantizes only the feature that has a larger mean in the pairs, leaving the other feature discarded. Thus
it also acts as a feature selection procedure. Now we test the phase quantizer
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with more quantization bits at nθ = 1, 2, 3, 4, compared to the 1D ﬁxed quantizer at nf = 1, 2. Their EER results for the FRGC and the FVC2000 are shown
in Fig. 4. Note that when nθ = 2, in the two-dimensional feature space, the
phase quantizer has the same orthogonal boundaries as the 1D ﬁxed quantizer
at nf = 1, leading to the same performances. Results show that at a given feature
dimensionality, phase bits at nθ = 1 always give the best performances, while
nθ = 2, 3 also yield reasonably good performances. Unfortunately, when nθ = 4,
the performances turn poor. Generally, compared to the 1D ﬁxed quantizer, the
phase quantizer gives better performances at a lower bit length.

FRGC

FVC2000
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θ
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Fig. 4. The EER performances of phase+LS and 1D ﬁxed quantization at various
feature dimensionalities with various quantization bits , for (a) FRGC and (b) FVC2000

To summarize, although the magnitude rω,i itself does not provide discriminative bits, it in fact facilitates generating better phase bits. Additionally, the
phase quantization has the following properties: (1) The LS pairing strategy
is universal and simple, without modeling the speciﬁc genuine feature PDF; (2)
The phase quantizer boundaries are not necessarily orthogonal, allowing correlations between the two features. Furthermore, the phase is uniformly distributed
as long as the background PDF is circularly symmetric, which easily ﬁts many
feature modalities.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose extracting binary biometric bits through polar quantization. In addition to the polar quantizer structure, quantizing features in pairs
allows feature pair conﬁguration. Therefore, we propose the long-long and the
long-short pairing strategies to optimize the discrimination between the genuine
Hamming distance and the imposter Hamming distance. Experimental results
on the FVC2000 and the FRGC database show that magnitude yields poor classiﬁcation performances, whereas phase provides reasonably good performances.
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